
Now your shares can be freely and legally
traded among investors over-the-counter.

TRADING REDEFINED



What is OTC? An OTC market can best be described as a market where investors trade 
through bilateral negotiations, in shares that are not listed on an 
exchange.

What is an Exchange? An exchange is an infrastructure for bringing together buyers and sellers 
of securities; for matching bids and offers for securities of multiple 
buyers and sellers; and whereby a matched bid and offer for securities 
constitutes a transaction.

“If you don’t want to be listed but you still want to provide a legal mechanism for investors to trade in 
your shares, where the company secretary is not the one doing all the work; here’s a way for you to do 
that. We have worked extensively with our legal team on coming up with a model that falls outside of 
the definition of an ‘exchange’ in terms of the Financial Markets Act. OTC Express is the product of those 
efforts and we’re proud to be able to offer this simple and efficient solution to the market as another 
viable share trading option.”

Anthony Wilmot, CEO of Singular Systems
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Trading generally occurs on an anonymous basis

Bids and offer prices can be seen by all

market participants

Bids to buy and offers to sell are matched 

It requires a securities exchange licence

issued by the FSB

Investors may only access the market

through a stockbroker

Custody and settlement takes place

through a licensed CSD

Only unlisted shares can be traded

on this basis

The negotiation process is closed to all

other market participants

The transaction price and volume is directly

negotiated between the buyer and seller

Prospective buyers and sellers choose who

they wish to negotiate with

The hallmarks of
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What is OTC Express?

Brought to you by Singular Systems, OTC Express offers companies a web-based bulletin board for investors to find one another and an 
efficient back-office infrastructure to process independently, bi-laterally negotiated, concluded transactions. 

Key features:

 Simple web-based advertising bulletin board allows
 prospective buyers and sellers to find each other

 Dedicated multilingual helpdesk to assist investors and
 carry out instructions telephonically or through email

 No matching of prospective buyers and sellers by
 Singular Systems or OTC Express

 Negotiations between parties are independent
 and bi-lateral

Singular Systems also offers a full administrative function, including:

Pre-Transaction Post-Transaction

Eligibility and KYC verification

Documentation management

Pre-validation of cash deposits by
prospective buyers

Facilitation of trade agreements on concluded transactions

Settlement (transfer of shares to buyers and of cash to sellers)

Maintenance of the full record of shares

Reporting

 Transparent disclosure of historical trades to assist with
 price discovery
 
 Guaranteed settlement through real-time records of
 shares and pre-funding

 Built-in measures for investor protection

 OTC-appropriate market surveillance

 Broker assistance where required
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Who is OTC Express for?

OTC Express is for enterprises with a small to medium shareholder base that want to enable their shares to be legally and freely 
tradable while remaining in the unlisted environment.

OTC Express is for companies that currently operate their own unlicensed exchange platforms but wish to transition to a model 
that falls outside the definition of an ‘exchange’ in terms of the Financial Markets Act, 2012.

OTC Express is for company secretaries who do not want the additional administrative burden of bringing prospective buyers and 
sellers together and processing concluded transactions.
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OTC Express Benefits
to the investors

Enables shareholders of unlisted shares to transact independently yet securely

Ensures settlement through pre-trade validation of available cash and securities -
the buyer will get their shares and the seller will get their cash
 
Allows transactions on a pay-as-you-trade basis – no costly broker account fees

OTC Express
Benefits to issuers

Gives companies that want to impose restrictions on the nature of the investors and/or 
size of holding an efficient platform to guarantee pre-trade eligibility of investors

Provides companies with a means to provide investors with a platform to find each other, 
negotiate a deal and conclude transactions, with all the required administrative support

Offers companies an OTC solution that allows them to focus on their core business

Has reduced compliance costs

Allows companies to monitor who their shareholders are

Brokers Investors who would prefer to use the services of a broker for the purposes of trading on 
an OTC basis through OTC Express will have access to our partner brokers, financial 
advisors and portfolio managers at no additional cost. Our partners are authorised finan-
cial services providers regulated by the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 
(FAIS) and are licenced to give advice
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Complementary Services

     Transfer Secretarial Services

As a registered Transfer Secretary, Singular Systems can assist you with your 
corporate governance compliance where your shareholders are concerned, such 
as shares transfer management, communication with shareholders and share-
holder voting at your shareholder meetings. These services include:

Shareholder registry management

Shareholder communication

Administering, execution and communication of corporate actions

Issuer client reporting

Statutory meeting services for AGM’s and other meetings, including management of 
the attendance register and arrangement of voting procedures and tools

Electronic storage of shareholder documentation including but not limited to
documentation required for FICA purposes and deceased estate documentation

Executing off-market transfers where supporting documentation is in place and 
provided that the correct procedures have been followed

Management of the entire dividend process including payment thereof

Dividends Withholding Tax submissions to SARS and management of the unclaimed 
dividend register

Other services specifically requested from the client (issuer) from time to time

     Investor Relations Advisory, Support and Execution Services

Our Investor Relations offering covers all bases of interaction with your inves-
tors – from integrated communications and reporting programmes, to in-house 
training specifically tailored to the needs of your company, and everything in-be-
tween. Investor Relations advisory, support and execution services include the 
following:

Register analysis interpretation

Shareholder strategy and profiling

Surveillance reporting

Integrated communications programmes: IR & PR/Media relations; stakeholder
engagements including advice advice around employee engagement

Crisis communications – scenario planning for shareholder communications

Customised IR training

Singular Systems has recognised a certain lifecycle that occurs in companies that 
are growing. We offer a range of complimentary services that support your growth 
every step of the way.
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Contact Us
Telephone:    011 321 5400
Email:     info@singularservices.co.za
Singular Systems Website:  www.singular.co.za
OTC Express Website:  www.otcexpress.co.za


